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University of Illinois research finds that countries could be moving closer to using human waste as fertilizer, a good thing.
Nutrient-Rich Human Waste is Poised to Sustain Agriculture and Improve Economies, Say Researchers
In organizations with a culture of food safety, everyone from the corporate CEO to the manager and janitorial staff feels accountable. After being
sequestered in their homes for months due to COVID-19 ...
Six Key Strategies to Elevate Food Safety
Ivy Tech Community College is offering an instructor-led training course Sept. 7 and 9 to prepare students to take the Certified Professional Food
Manager (CPFM) certification exam. The two-day class ...
Ivy Tech Offering Food Manager Course
Pratik Banerjee is an associate professor of food safety in the Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition. His research and teaching focus on
understanding the transmission of foodborne pathogens ...
Small businesses, underserved communities get assist from Extension food safety expert
Chicago's top doctor issues a warning about a drug some are taking to treat coronavirus infections. Meanwhile, local doctors studying the virus say
unvaccinated populations across the world could be ...
Illinois Coronavirus Updates: Top Doc's Ivermectin Warning, School Outbreaks
The Hummus Market Growth impelled by increase in demand for the plant-based protein products and health benefits due to rich nutritional profile
including proteins, fibers, vitamins, and minerals.New ...
Hummus Market ($8.26Bn by 2028) Growth Forecast at 7.6% CAGR During 2021 to 2028 COVID Impact and Global Analysis by
TheInsightPartners.com
A recent study conducted among nine to 18-year-olds has suggested that eating potatoes can be an effective strategy to modestly improve intake of
key shortfall nutrients.
Study shows adolescents who eat potatoes have higher quality diets
The state will require everyone to wear masks indoors and will order educators to be vaccinated or face testing. In Japan, the authorities will discard
more than 1.6 million Moderna vaccine doses over ...
Covid Updates: Illinois Takes Steps to Curb Virus With Mask Mandate
The Environmental Protection Agency’s Science Advisory Board, which has been dormant so far during the Biden administration, is likely to tackle
climate change and environmental justice issues when it ...
EPA Science Advisory Board gets ready for action
I shared my memory of how I felt as a kid when JFK was killed and seeing my mother crying. That led to a discussion about families and that we are
a part of many families. Our American family was ...
Reader replies: What is your enduring memory of 9/11?
HERoes Advocates list celebrates 35 senior leaders who are advocates for women in business and dedicated to creating a more diverse and inclusive
business environment.
The HERoes Top 35 Advocates 2021
Coronavirus case counts are once again rising across the US, near and far. Health officials are scrambling to vaccinate as the Delta variant takes
hold.Below, we’re gathering the latest news and ...
Colorado mobile vaccine clinics halted after harassment; majority of NFL teams have immunized 95% of players
(The Conversation is an independent and nonprofit source of news, analysis and ...
On 50th anniversary of Attica uprising, 4 essential reads on prisoners' rights today
The four candidates leading in California recall polls respond to questions about their views on several K-12 education issues.
Leading recall candidates lay out positions on K-12 issues
Most people try fasting with one goal in mind: losing weight. But science has also discovered health benefits linked to whole-day, alternate-day, and
time-restricted fasting, says Carolyn Williams, Ph ...
7 Intermittent Fasting Benefits That Aren’t Weight Loss
THE increase in inflation will likely temper Philippine economic growth in the second half of the year and make it more difficult for poor Filipinos to
meet their basic needs, local economists said on ...
Inflation seen to hit growth, poverty goal
For Terrill Haigler, solving Philadelphia’s trash issues is about so much more than clean streets. Is his eager idealism just what the city needs — or
will he get swallowed by the muck?
Inside YaFavTrashman’s Meteoric Rise From Mild-Mannered Sanitation Worker to Garbage Superhero
RedHill Biopharma Ltd. (Nasdaq: RDHL) ("RedHill" or the "Company"), a specialty biopharmaceutical company, today announced presentation ...
RedHill Biopharma Presents Three New Analyses of Movantik Data at PAINWeek 2021
Manual scavenging is a caste-based profession that leads to discrimination and atrocities against those engaged in it. Generations of families from
marginalised communities in India have been forced t ...
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